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Introduction
That  animals can learn is  known for  ages but  this

field of research is today very active, involving various
disciplines (Figure  1).  For  over a decade,  increasing
efforts  have  been  made  to  integrate  all  those
approaches together [1–3] (see Figure 1). Interestingly,
research  on  animal  learning  and  social  learning,
establish strong bridges with human sciences.

Different definitions of learning can be found in the
literature and according to Shettleworth  [1] none can
be entirely satisfactory. A general broad definition like
acquisition  and  maintenance  of  new  information will
probably be sufficient for us. This definition is modified
after  Dukas’s  definition  which  insists  on  neuronal
representations of new information [3]. Social learning
would  be the  learning from other  individuals.  But  as
discussed  in  Fragaszy-Perry  [4], finding  an  exact
definition  to  social  learning  can  also  be  very
problematic.  One  solution  is  to  consider  that  social
learning is learning affected by a social relation, or to
say  it  differently,  that  would  not  have  been  equal
without  a  social  relation.  It  is  opposed  to  individual
learning.  Such a broad definition covers in fact  very
different  psychological  mechanisms  from  simple
stimulus enhancement (see below) to imitation [5]. 

As pointed out by several authors  [1,3,4] studies of
cognitive processes (among which learning is a crucial
part)  can  only  be  led  by  observing  their  behavioral
output. Studying cognition implies studying behavior. In
1963 Tinbergen  [6] proposed a still  useful scaffold to
the  study  of  behavior.  A  behavior  can  only  be
comprehensively  understood  through answering to  4
major questions (Figure  1): what are the  mechanisms
underlying  this  behavior  (proximate  mechanisms:
cognition;  and  distal  mechanisms:  neuroscience,
genetics…)?  What  is  the  influence  of  ontogeny
(development,  plasticity…)  on  it?  What  is  (are)  its
function(s) (adaptative values, primarily the domain of
behavioral  ecology)?  What  are  the  phylogenetic
constraints-determinisms? This 4-axis approach is still
useful for cognitive-centered approaches (Figure 1) as
for all phenotypic traits in general [6]. 

In  particular,  some  behavioral  characters  can  be
employed  for  building  phylogenies  or  merely  for

retracing  their  evolutive  history  (see  [7]••). Still,  it
appears that phylogeny is less employed in behavioral
studies than for morphological or molecular characters
[8]. It seems that it is even less employed in cognitive
research,  but  very  recent  articles  tackle  this  issue
[9,10]••.  Fitch et al  [9]•• in particular wondered about
the origin of social learning. 

Biological significance of social 
learning

Many  specific  cognitive  mechanisms  have  been
proposed  in  the  literature  to  describe  how  social
learning can occur (see [5] for a review). For instance
in imitation, an individual reproduces the sequences of
an action after  observing another  performing it  (also
applied to vocal learning, see Box 1 for the example of
vocal imitation in birds) and in local enhancement, an
individual  is  attracted to  a  place by the  presence  of
another and is thus exposed to the same specific local
stimuli.  Imitation  could  be  underlined  by  specific
neuronal schemes, whereas local enhancement could
be individual learning triggered by a social interaction.
It  could be interesting to investigate whether we can
find  a  phylogenetic  base  for  all  these  different
proposed mechanisms, and their relation to individual
learning mechanisms.

Social learning can sometimes lead to traditions even
in  non-human animals.  The definition of  tradition  (or
depending on authors of culture) is highly debated but
the one given by Fragaszy and Perry [4] is often cited:
“a distinctive behavior pattern shared by two or more
individuals in a social unit, which persists over time and
that new practitioners acquire in part through socially
aided learning.”

Many  theoretical  works  have  been  led  on  the
evolutive implications of social learning and traditions,
for instance to determine when, in theory, it is profitable
to use social instead of individual learning (both have
their  advantages  and  costs;  [11,12]). Moreover  the
possibility  of  a  cultural  transmission  has  also  been
modelled  [13,14]. The  concept of traditions implies a
stable transmission of  information among individuals,
possibly across generations. It could therefore be seen
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as  an  inheritance  system,  parallel  to  the  genetic
inheritance, along with other processes like epigenetic
inheritance  (see  [14] for  a  review).  Cultural
transmission is a major force in the human lineage [15],
but could also be important in non human animals. For
instance vocal dialects in Birds have long been thought
to be an actor of speciation. In Cetaceans, it has been
observed that population genetic structures of Sperm
Whales reflect more vocal dialects than geographical
repartition  [16]. An  important  question is  whether  all
processes of social learning [5] can contribute equally
to traditions. Knowing the phylogenetic distribution and
appearance of those different mechanisms could be of
importance,  and  it  appears  that  social  learning  and
traditions  are  more  widespread  than  previously
thought.

Social learning abilities within the 
phylogenetic tree of life: current 
knowledge

So  far  social  learning  has  been  reported  in
Vertebrates (Teleosts, Turtles, Birds, Mammals) and in
Ecdysozoans  (Insects  [17,18]). Despite  the  fact  that
major  biological  models  for  individual  learning  (ie
C.elegans, Aplysia) exists in Lophotrochozoans, octopi
are as far the only representative of that major branch

for which social  learning has been suggested  [19] to
our  knowledge.  However,  the  other  major  biological
model,  Drosophila  melanogaster,  shows  interesting
results:  Mate  choice  copying  has  been  reported  in
female fruit flies [17]•. It has been suggested that mate
choice  copying  (like  vocal  learning)  could  be  a
particularly relevant context for cultural transmission to
impact evolution, because of stable specific sexual or
natural  selection  pressure  it  creates  [12]. Females
Drosophila also learn oviposition site preferences  [18]
from  conspecifics.  Experiments  suggested  that  this
transmission  was  performed  by  direct  social
interactions between flies rather than stimulus or local
enhancement, and that preferences were maintained in
second-order observers (observing the first observers)
thus could be a form of tradition [18]. 

It is generally believed that all animals with nervous
cells should have a form of learning ability [3]. Whether
learning  can  occur  in  other  clades  is  poorly
documented,  and  would  strongly  depend  on  the
definition  of  learning  adopted  [1]. Considering  the
hypothesis that many processes are shared between
social and individual learning; social learning could also
occur in most nervous animals. 

Social learning and sociality
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Tinbergen’s four questions applied to the biological study of behavior. In italics are the 4
main axis that one should investigate together to have a comprehensive understanding of a behavior. Tinbergen considered
this methodological scaffold relevant for the study of all phenotypic traits and it could in particular be applied to cognitive-
centered studies. Some particular axis corresponds to active specialized disciplines (some appear in colored squares). For
some years there have been increasing efforts to integrate those disciplines together, and it should be emphasized that this
four axis distinction is by no mean a strict delimitation, but rather a tool to remember all biological aspects of importance. The
object of this report is to examine how phylogeny is used for the study of a cognitive capacity: social learning.  (Adapted
from [6]). 
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Another hypothesis is that social learning is a specific
feature  developed  by  social  animals  (see  [20]).
Wilkinson et al [21]• challenged this view arguing that a
non-social turtle (Geochelone carbonaria) appears able
to learn from conspecifics. Even though those turtles
were grouped some months before the experience (to
“socialize” them), in their natural behavior they are not
considered social animals. 

However, the authors do not discuss the sociality of
related turtle species nor their social learning abilities
(which  are  probably  unknown).  Maybe  the  ancestor
was a social species that could learn from conspecifics,
and whose ability has been inherited. One could argue
that  cognitive  abilities  are  labile  and  special
adaptations thus would have disappeared when turtles
became solitary. But in this case, how much labile is it?
The  classical  approach  would  be  to  search  for  a
correlation between social learning and sociality among
much more taxa, but few studies of social learning in
solitary species have been led [9,21]. In this approach
the evolutive histories of both traits are not needed to
be  known  but  phylogenetic  correction  has  to  be
considered.

Phylogenetic signal and 
comparative approaches

In  the  so  called  evolutionary  approach,  or  special

adaptation  approach,  which  focus  on  the  adaptive
functions  of  cognitive  traits,  it  is  current  to  seek  for
correlations between the occurrence of cognitive traits
and  ecological  or  neuroanatomical  factors  (see  for
instance [22]). In this search for correlations it is crucial
to  take  into  account  the  phylogeny when comparing
several species: correlation tests assume independent
points,  but  phylogenetically  related  species  are  not.
Phylogeny can sometimes be a crucial factor to explain
the  distribution  of  characters,  what  can  be  called
phylogenetic inertia.

 Depending on the characters and species studied,
the  strength  of  phylogenetic  inertia,  or  phylogenetic
signal,  can  vary.  MacLean  et  al  [10]•• detail  the
principle of one of the statistics measuring phylogenetic
signal: lambda. Lambda ranges between 0 and 1 and
indicates  to  what  extent  the covariation of  two  traits
coincides with phylogeny. When lambda is near 0, the
phylogenetic signal is low, thus the potential correlation
between  traits  is  independent  of  phylogeny  (a
confonding effect is that when there is no variation of
the  ability  in  the  sample,  lambda  also  equals  0,
whereas it could reflect a shared feature at the sample
scale).  On the opposite,  when lambda equals  1,  the
potential  correlation  fits  perfectly  with  phylogeny
(Figure  2).  Lambda can then be used to rescale the
internal branches of the phylogenetic tree to visualize
more intuitively the phylogenetic signal. When it is high,
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Figure 2. Different use of phylogeny for the study of phenotypic traits, including cognitive abilities. Phylogenetic signal
is a measure of the importance of phylogeny in the distribution of a given trait. In the uppest example, phylogenetic signal
should be quite high (lambda=1, see the text) but much lower in the second case. Phylogenetic signal depends on the scale of
investigation.  When searching  for  correlations  between two  traits,  phylogeny  must  be  taken into  account  because  of  a
potential confounding effect of phylogeny. When knowing current states of modern species, ancestral state can be inferred
(possibly with confidence intervals when states can be quantified) to retrace the evolutive history of the ability, by applying the
principle of parsimony. This could help determine how much labile are cognitive traits in evolution. Finally, for comparative
studies, phylogenetic targeting can help determine which species to investigate to statistically improve the dataset already
collected. All those methods are presented in [10]••) and this figure comes from their article. (Adapted from [10]).
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the  species  points  are  not  independent  thus
phylogenetic  correction  must  be  used  for  correlating
traits. Two main methods exist: phylogenetic contrasts
[23] or PGLM [24] (Figure 2). 

MacLean  et  al  [10]•• also  detail  phylogenetic
targeting (Figure  2): a method to optimally designate
species (phylogenetically and statistically speaking) to
investigate for a comparative study, given the results
you already have on different species. 

Establishing the evolutive history of 
a cognitive trait

When phylogenetic signal is high enough, it can be
attempted to retrace the evolutive history of a cognitive
trait: when and where did it appear? That is mapping
characters on a phylogenetic tree established by other
means  (molecular  or  morphological)  and  infers
ancestral state (Figure 2) This is the attempt of Fitch et
al [9]•• for investigating the evolutive origin of cognitive
modules  related  to  language  ability,  among  which
social learning is crucial.

How to state homology?

Considering  that  cognitive  traits  must  have  a
heritable part, homologous cognitive characters should
be determined. It could be difficult in practice for some
characters to detect their origin, if the specialization is
too high. It  may also be hard to define clear  distinct
cognitive mechanisms, as they are interdependent with
each  other  (but  phylogenetic  approach  could  help
determining  the  strength  of  those  relations,  ie
modularity).  In  a  nutshell,  homologies  in  cognitive
mechanisms must exist but would be hard to define.
Fitch  et  al  [9]•• takes  convincing  examples  of  some
cognitive traits that could be homologous, even if the
article emphasizes on the importance of convergence
(or  analogy).  But  they don’t  explain  explicitly  how to
operationally define homologies. 

In  morphological  studies,  there  are  classically  two
successive  steps  to  state  homology  of  a  character
[7,25]. The primary homology is determined thanks to 3
criteria:  position,  specificity, and  continuity (Figure  3).
Two characters that  occupy the same position in an
organism,  regardless  of  their  function,  might  be
homologous.  This  position criterion  has  been
transposed  for  behavioral  characters:  two  behavioral
patterns occupying the same “place” in a more general
behavior  (Wenzel  takes  the  example  of  tail-wagging
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Figure 3. Three criteria for defining primary functional homology between functional characters S1, S2…S5.  Homology
is sameness by common descent. These criteria have been transposed from those designed for morphological and behavioral
studies [25].  a. Position criterion (redrawn from [25]). S1 and S2 perform a same function F, and are part of larger functional
system (respectively T1 and T2) which performs a same function F*. S1 and S2 share the same kind of relation with other
parts of T1 and T2 (the same relative position), thus might be considered homologous. b. Specificity criterion. S1 and S2 are
very specific and complex thus could be assumed to be homologous. c. Continuity criterion. S1 to S5 can be placed on a
continuum thus are likely to be homologous. The more criteria the characters fulfill, the more robustly the primary homology
can be  inferred.  By mapping characters  on  a  tree,  secondary  homology can be  tested  (to  further  support  homology of
characters)
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within  Tilapia courtship  behavior  [7]••), even  if  not
identical, might be homologous. Garcia  [25] proposed
to  generalize  this  criterion  for  functional  homologies,
which could thus be used in theory for cognitive traits.
The idea is to identify 2 functional traits (S1 and S2)
performing  a  same  function  (F,  possibly  in  different
ways) which are each part of larger functional systems
(T1 and T2 respectively), with T1 and T2 sharing also
the same function F* and similar organization (Figure
3).  The  second  criterion  for  primary  homology,
specificity,  states  that  complex  derived characters  in
two clades are likely to be homologous. It assumes that
characters  more  generally  evolve  towards  greater
complexity.  This  criterion can be used for  behavioral
characters  according  to  Wenzel  [7]••, who  takes  the
example of web building by spiders. Garcia  [25] also
considers  this  criterion  could  be  used  without
modification  for  cognitive  characters.  Finally,  the
continuity argument is that if characters can be placed
on  a  continuum  of  states,  then  they  are  probably
homologous. Here again it has been proposed to use
the same criterion for behavioral  [7]•• or for cognitive
[25] characters. When primary homologous characters

are determined, secondary homology can be tested for
a  stronger  assumption  of  homology.  It  consists  in
mapping the character on a phylogenetic tree, and to
apply the principle of parsimony to check the common
ancestry  [7,25]. For  cognitive  abilities  quantitatively
assessed, McLean et al  [10]•• propose to use specific
quantitative models to infer the common ancestor state
(thus allowing confidence intervals to be calculated)

Plasticity of cognitive characters: how to 
infer absence of a capacity?

A major obstacle is that it is impossible to prove the
absence of a capacity,  a fortiori when the characters
are  very  plastic  like  cognitive  traits.  To  reduce  the
importance of this issue, McLean et al  [10]•• proposed
to  build  a  database  synthesizing  not  only  positive
results  for  cognitive  processes  detected  in  particular
species  (in  “standardized”  experiments)  but  also  the
experiments  that  failed  to  provide  evidence  for  a
capacity. Absence could then be most reliably inferred
when several different procedures failed to detect it in a
species. 
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Box 1. Vocal imitation in birds

There is at least one major example of a cognitive ability which has received phylogenetic attention: the
song learning in birds. Classical orders of modern birds are quite well known and many appear monophyletic,
but the interordinal relations have been difficult to establish. One major question is the place of the Passerines
(or perching birds), which represents half of all modern species. This group is considered monophyletic, and is
divided in 3 suborders  [34]•. The two biggest are the oscines (roughly 4000 species) and the suboscines
(1000 species). Interestingly, oscines are often called songbirds, referring to their shared ability to learn their
vocalizations [35]. Indeed it appears that oscines have to hear the song of adults to develop fully normal song,
whereas  suboscine songs seem much more innate (at  least  in  the  group  of  Tyrannidae),  even whether
exceptions have been reported  [34,36]. Oscines are thus an example of clade that  can be defined by a
cognitive ability (though supported by molecular evidence). It is worth noticing that oscines represent nearly
half of extant species, with various habitats, range, size, life history traits, social life etc.

Only two non-Passerine orders are known to show vocal learning: Parrots and Hummingbirds [34,35]. It has
long been thought that those 3 orders were distantly related thus leading to the assumption of 3 major vocal
learning appearance in Birds [35]. But recent results based on genome-wide sequence analysis  [37]• or on
presence of specific retrotransposable elements [34]• tend to strongly support Parrots as the sister-group of
Passerines (tough this is not supported by mitochondrial analyses; see Pacheco et al  [38]). Some authors
emphasized on the implication for the phylogeny of vocal learning. Indeed, it seems more parsimonious with
those  studies  to  consider  vocal  learning  having  appeared  once  in  the  common  lineage  of  Parrots  and
Passerines (and once in Hummingbirds) [34]•. Secondary loss would have occurred in suboscines-Tyrannidae
[34]•. Regarding the general process-special adaptation debate, this illustrates that some cognitive abilities
could last for long times.

Interestingly, the song of birds is actively investigated by both neurosciences and genetics (the full genome
of  the Zebra Finch,  a  vocal  learner,  has  been sequenced recently,  see Clayton  et  al  [35]), and striking
similarities exist at neuroanatomical and intracellular scales, with a major role of the gene FOXP2 [39] (also
known to be involved in human language ability [39], illustrating the scale-dependance of homology). Clayton
et al  [35] called for integration of behavioral, neural and genetics studies of bird song. It could be fruitful to
investigate  more  precisely  the  history  of  cognitive  traits  implied  by  vocal  learning  ability,  to  complement
mechanistic studies (neural and genetic). Indeed, if all oscines appear to learn part of their repertoire, it is well
known that some species are able to imitate tens of other species (including mammals like humans) whereas
other only imitate their father's song, and different social learning processes could be involved. Are those
cognitive  modules  as  stable  in  the  evolution  as  the  broad  song-learning  ability?  We  can  believe  that
sequencing key genes (like FOXP2) could help answer this question [36], but only psychological experiments
will provide definitive answer. Regarding the proposed criteria for primary homology ; all  position, specificity,
and  continuity could  appear  quite  convincing for  such  modules  (inside  the  more  general  vocal  learning
function).
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Are cognitive capacities too labile?
This  phylogenetic  approach  could  help  bringing

answers to an important debate in cognitive research.
Two  hypotheses  are  often  adopted  and  confronted
regarding  cognitive  abilities  [3,26,27] the  special
adaptation  hypothesis  for  which  cognitive  traits  are
primarily reflecting peculiar abilities of species for their
niche, and too labile to be comparable between distant
species ; and the general process hypothesis that says
on  the  contrary  that  we can  define  broad-distributed
cognitive abilities (eg associative learning, imitation…)
that can be employed in different situations for different
species, and thus comparable between distant species
[26]. Papini  [28] well  explained  the  limits  of  this
opposition,  emphasizing on the  fact  that  evolution is
necessarily the result of both stasis and changes (see
also  [1] chapter 2).  Each cognitive process would be
the  result  of  both  inherited  broad  ability  and  more
peculiar  adjustments,  but  the  relative  importance  of
each  is  hardly  known  [27]. An  illustration  of  this
problem is the former mentioned two hypotheses for
social learning: is it individual learning applied to social
context  (general-process)  or  special  adaptation  to
sociality?

In Drosophila melanogaster, significative quantitative
differences on several cognitive processes (Long and
Short-term memory, Retroactive interference  [29,30]•)
have been reported between 2 strains from a natural
polymorphism  (it  seems  that  only  one  gene,  for,  is
sufficient  to  cause  those  differences  [29,30]•). Thus
changes could be easy to occur in some cases at least,
but  sometimes cognitive  abilities  appear  quite  stable
(see Box 1 and the vocal imitation in Birds). We argue
that phylogenetic mapping could help determining the
lability rate(s), that is to say testing this hypothesis for
different taxa and processes. To do so, beginning with
narrower  phylogenetic  analysis  could  be  less
controversial. Assessing the phylogenetic signal in the
data can help determine whether it is worth the effort
[10]••.

Furthermore  it  is  crucial  to  remember  two  things,
both  explained  by  Ereshefsky  [31]: homologous
characters are not necessarily identical, but are similar
by  common  descent;  and  secondly,   homology  is
depending  on  the  scale  you  are  looking  at.  If
phenotypic  characters  can  be  seen  as  homologies
within  certain  clades,  their  determinisms  at  organ,
cellular  and/or  genetic  levels  might  not  be  (e.g.
Eukaryotes have genders determined in various ways).
The  reverse  is  also  true,  so  even  if  neuronal
mechanisms are shared between learning processes,
this does not  necessarily  mean homologous learning
abilities.  For  a  more  documented  analysis  of
conservation  of  gene  function  in  behavior see  the
namely article by Reaume and Sokolowsky [32], which
also tackles the case of genes involved in learning and
memory  among  animals  (including  the  previously
mentioned  for and  its  homologs).  A consequence of
this  is  that  if  reconstructing  evolutive  history  of
cognitive  traits  could  contribute  to  determine  those
worth to be investigated for their mechanisms (as De

Waal  et  Ferrari  call  to  [33]), it  does  not  necessarily
mean that  mechanisms will  be entirely  shared by all
organisms [32]. 

Phylogenetic studies are just beginning in the field of
cognitive  sciences  but  could  bring  complementary
information to the classical  mechanistic or adaptative
focus.  Methods  have  been  proposed  for  defining
homologies,  perform  analyses  (to  assess  ancestral
state or phylogenetic signal). Given the influence social
learning could have on evolutionary processes, and its
importance in human societies, we hope this approach
will develop.
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